AROUND THE WEB

- Dr. Mathew Varghese, an orthopedic surgeon, runs a polio clinic at St. Stephen’s Hospital in Delhi providing desperately needed services, such as corrective surgeries, to India’s vast pool of polio survivors. See “Dr. Mathew Varghese: The polio warrior who wants his ward empty” from the Hindustan Times.

- A rare photograph of President Franklin Roosevelt wearing the braces he needed to stabilize his legs was unveiled earlier this month at the Roosevelt House Public Policy Institute at Hunter College in New York City. Read more and see the photo: “Daily News gifts rare Franklin Roosevelt photo to policy think tank.”

- “The activity that helped a disabled Boca man, 77, re-energize his life” on myPalmBeachPost looks at how PHI member Gary Elsner used a hand cycle to boost both his fitness and social life.

www.post-polio.org